Introduction
This paper continues to work on our previously proposed spacetime geometry of a "combined 4-manifold M [3] " (see [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ), where the universe M [1] of particles coincides with the universe B ⊂M [2] of electromagnetic waves, B being a cosmic black hole contained in M [2] ; here we focus on the birth of B ⊂M [2] and how the center of mass, singularity 0 ∈ B opened up M [1] in the process of M [2] → Big Bang M [1] × B ⊂M [1] × M [2] (for the formal recognition of the Big Bang theory, see [12] ; for its latest quantum version that has become known as the Big Bounce, see, e.g., [1, 5, 6] ). A brief summary of our theoretical development of the model is in order (with the analytical details presented in Section 2):
(1) We began with two independent sets of Einstein Field Equations, each with its own gravitational constant, G [i] , i = 1, 2; we unified the two sets of gravitational motions by G [3] = G [1] G [2] G [1] + G [2] ,
via a consideration of the form-invariance of
rc 2 , ∀i = 1, 2, 3.
(2) We distributed the energy E [3] carried by a (particle, wave) into 3 4 E [3] , 1 4 E [3] by a consideration of Feynman's analysis of the electromagnetic mass.
We revised the Planck energy formula intô E = hν + h ν sec 2 , whereÊ = 10 16 E [3] ; (3) in the process we settled G [2] = c 5 · second kilogram × second 2 ≈ 10 85 G [3] ≈ 10 85 G [1] ,
which led to a Schwarzschild radius r B for B at least 10 108 meters>> 10 26 meters = the radius of M [1] and thus M [1] can be embedded in B. (4) We established the spinning motion of a free electron-wave to be that of a path formed by two semi-circles that are connected perpendicularly by solving the Dirac equation; in the process we settled the diffeomorphic relation between M [1] and B to be (for the idea of using a mirror world to restore parity violation, see [4] )
In addition, we showed how an electron and a positron could annihilate each other.
To a large extent, our present paper will build on the above (4) to show how photons could create electrons and positrons at Big Bang (for Big Bang nucleosynthesis, see, e.g., [2] ).
To provide the background of our analysis, we would like to make a verbal description of the evolution of [2] .
Prior to Big Bang (for other pre-Big-Bang theories, see, e.g., [14] ) there had been a universe M [2] of electromagnetic waves. By the astronomically large G [2] a cosmic black hole B came into being. B attracted electromagnetic waves in M [2] toward its center of mass 0 ∈ B. We consider a wave λ traveling from the exterior of B to the interior of B and finally to 0 ∈ B. By the Schwarzschild metric: (1) as r λ → r B , the proper time t [2] 0 (λ) slows down (relative to the frame {(t, r)} in Equation (2), with g [2] 11 = ∂t [2] 0 /∂t 2 ); (2) at r λ = r B , ∂t [2] 0 /∂t = 0; (3) when r λ ∈ (0, r B ), t [2] 0 (λ) begins to run faster and faster in the unit of √ −1·second, where
we may imagine λ as a vehicle traveling on a highway from "Exit 1" to "Exit 30" but only to have "Exit 30" ≡ "Exit 1;" i.e., while λ is traveling linearly from "Province 1" to "Province 2" to ... to "Province n," the fact of the matter is that "Province m − 1" ≡ "Province m." As for √ −1 · t, our daily identification of 24 : 00 ≡ 0 : 00 hour serves as an example. Now at some point in time the center of mass of λ hit 0 ∈ B, with a unique wave length λ * = 2.56 × 10 −35 meter ( = P lanck length, Equation (46) below).
Then the infinite energy density at 0 ∈ B transformed λ * into a (photon γ * , wave λ * ), with γ * at 0 ∈ B. By the spherical symmetry surrounding 0 ∈ B, there must have been a whole host of photons coinciding at 0 ∈ B, opening M [1] (Big Bang) and thus the combined 4 − manifold M [3] 
(As a parenthetical note, this transfusion of wave energies from B into M [1] through 0 ∈ B by logic must be a continuing process from Big Bang into the future; cf. e.g., [3, 13] , for the confirmed accelerated expansion of M [1] ). A photon of energy 3 4 E [3] located at 0 ∈ B made a spacetime singularity of M [1] as a mini black hole b of radius
e (in Equation (48) below). 
The above introductory description will be presented analytically in the following Section 2.1, followed by an analysis of the pair-creation process of electrons and positrons at Big Bang in Section 2.2. Section 3 will then make a summary remark.
Analysis

The electromagnetic wave length at Big Bang
To provide a self-contained presentation, we will first repeat (compactly) our previously derived results and label them as lemmas that will lead to our Proposition in this paper.
Lemma 1 The recognized gravitational constant
where G [i] , i = 1, 2, comes from Einstein Field Equations
Proof. ∀i = 1, 2, 3, g
, so that g [3] 11 = 1 −
implies that
G [1] + G [2] and M [3] = M [1] + M [2] .
Remark 1 By Feynman's analysis of the electromagnetic mass, we set the energy carried by a particle-wave
Lemma 2 A laboratory-measured energŷ
Proof. m [3] a [3] 
G [2] M [2] m [2] r 2 r r , or
m [3] r r
i.e.,M = 10 16 M [3] , orÊ = 10 16 E [3] . sin ωt , which contains energyÊ. Define an equivalence relation ∼ θ on S 1 by
Remark 2 Accordingly,
and partition
Then a motion from θ = 0 to 2π is equivalent to a motion from θ = 0 to π and back to 0. As such, we have a simple harmonic motion ξ (t) of any representative point massm =Ê/c 2 that moves as a pendulum between θ = 0 and π.
. Thus,
with the associated potential energy
implying that in particular the average potential energy
so that
Since
we have
is a constant and we identify it with Planck constant h.
Moreover, since the average kinetic energy KE avg = P E avg =Ê 2 , we have
= Boltzmann k · Kelvin T = the heat energy from one cycle + a heat-converted mechanical energy used up in preserving ν.
As such,Ê
= P E avg + KE avg = hν + (hear energy + energy loss)
Lemma 4
Proof. ∀ν we have [9] for the equality here) (32)
thus,
Remark 3
In our previous paper [7] we derived
where G and M are referred to by any parameter domain S ≡:
, r = 0 being the center of M that calculates the proper time t 0 of a frame F falling freely to r = 0. We now re-derive it below:
Fix a light source at r = r * ≡ ct * ∞ of proper frequency ω 0 and let frame F fall freely at r * with initial velocity v (t * ) = 0 relative to S. Then by the Doppler effect for light there exists a small neighborhood of r * wherein one has
(= λ 2 , λ = an eigenvalue of the Lorentz transformation, cf. [8] for a derivation of g 11 = λ ±2 ) so that
as desired ≈ 1 − 2GM rc 2 as r → ∞ . Thus, we have
Remark 4 A photon-wave (γ, λ) with energy E [1] 
in particular, we have
, so that one 2π − cycle as in the definition of the frequency ν contains two π − cycles. As we are investigating the energy E [2] contained in the one π − cycle for λ f ront to move from x = 0 to x = λ 2 , or equivalently from θ = π to θ = 2π (∼ π π), we must apply
Remark 6
In the above equation, recall that the first term 0.2hν was the average potential energy of E [2] in r * b ,
. Since potential energy is associated with a point position in space and at Big Bang (t [1] 0 = 0) the center of mass of E [2] in A was 0 ∈ M [3] = b × B, the pertinent gravitational constant for 0.2hν was G [3] . On the other hand, the second term 0.8h ν sec 2 , being the heat energy generated from the motion of half a cycle of λ, was associated with the average velocity of the harmonic oscillator over 0, λ 2 before Big Bang, when G [3] had not yet existed; as such, the pertinent gravitational constant for 0.8h ν sec 2 was G [2] .
Remark 7 Collecting the above remarks, we have ∀t
rc 4 (by Equation (39) )
(by Equation 42 and the preceding remark)
The above equation (43) shows that the clock t [2] 0 ran faster and faster as r → 0. Equivalently, as t [1] 0 turned backwards to Pre-Big Bang from t [1] 0 = 0 to t
, t [2] 0 would have had to be running slower and slower. That is, setting the unit of time t (44) ).
Thus,
Pair-creation of electron and positron
Since we have established the unique electromagnetic wave length λ * = 2.56 × 10
−35 meter at t [1] 0 = 0, we now proceed to show how photon-waves could create electron-waves. As this section depends greatly on our forthcoming paper [11] , we will present our arguments in a series of remarks more verbally. [3] (before Big Bang) had the following equation:
Remark 8 In Proposition 4 in [10], we showed that the motion of an electromagnetic wave A with energy E
where r = λ 2π and ξ, ρ ∈ [0, 1] .
For our present purpose, we re-set ξ ∈ − 1 2 , 1 2 , so that at t = 0 we have
Now by the spherical symmetry around 0 ∈ B there must have existed another wave B with ⎛
so that at t ≡ t (57) i.e., a disk of energy 2E [3] centered at 0 ∈ B with a radius of 
Before we show how (A ∪ B) ∪ (C ∪ D) could result in a pair of electron and positron, we must add in a background remark below.
Remark 9
In our forthcoming paper [11] we have shown that the electromagnetic wave associated with an electron spins along two semi-circles that are perpendicularly connected to each other by solving the Dirac equation for the two eigenvectors of the spin operator for a free electron. We found that Pauli matrices 0 1 1 0 (x,y) ,
showed the directions of the momenta of the eigenvectors Λ A and Λ B . Focusing first on the first columns of these three matrices, we see that
Next the second columns of the three matrices showed that
That is,
Λ A has the motion: 
The above results relied on the matrix identification of
whereby we also settled the differential geometry of M [1] × B to be
In particular,
analogously,
As an illustration, consider the vector
v p can be represented by a vector at p ∈ T p M [3] as
which however coincides with
That is, iR 
Remark 10 Putting the preceding two remarks together, we have waves (A ∪ B)
and (C ∪ D) at t [1] 
Denoting the basis vectors (e x , e y , e z ) by (T, E, N) , one can reconfigure the existing two circular paths of 
Summary
Building on our previously derived results, in this paper we have calculated the unique electromagnetic wave length λ * = 2.56 × 10 −35 meter at Big Bang, from which we have shown how a set of four photons could engender a pair of electron and positron. We note in particular that we gave a special treatment of the pervasive 1 r problem in Equation (48). If our model of {(particle, electromagnetic wave) j } with energies 3 4 E [3] , 1 4 E [3] j contained in M [3] = M [1] ×B is correct, then we envision to contribute our combined spacetime 4 − manifold M [3] = {(t + ti, x + yi, y + zi, z + xi)} to practical applications in quantum information, nanotechnology, and perhaps even teleportation.
